Predictive Intelligence
Empower business decisions with data-driven predictions

• Predict denials and your expected
payment

The goal for every claim going out the door is to avoid a denial and get paid as

• Use the predicted outcomes to take
corrective actions and ‘avoid potential
denials’

processes along with claims and denial follow up workflows.

quickly as possible. As part of a denial avoidance strategy, you’ve likely built

Predictive Intelligence by Quadax is a cutting-edge machine learning technology
that uses custom predictive models to transform our traditional denial

• Prioritize claim workflows to
maximize cash flow

dollars of claims and remits on behalf of our clients each year. By combining that

• Enable cash flow forecasting

information with machine learning tools, we have built the industry’s most

management strategy to that of denial avoidance. Quadax processes billions of

powerful predictive model for revenue cycle optimization. Prediction models are
trained using your most recent historical claim and remittance data so they are
making predictions based on your unique business.

POWER UP YOUR DENIAL AVOIDANCE STRATEGY
AVOID DENIALS
Whether integrated within Quadax’s Claim Management solution or embedded as
an API into your chosen workflow solution, it is easy to predict denial and
payment status based on the current claim work performed - before you
hit “release.” Quickly view the following:
• Likelihood of a claim denial at the claim and service line levels
• Reason for denial or partial payment at the service line level using 835
reason and remark codes that are familiar to your staff
• Predicted days to payment
• Predicted payment amount
Re-validate changes to the claim in real-time, to see if your actions change the
predicted outcome.
				
			

PRIORITIZE & MANAGE CLAIM WORK
With Predictive Intelligence by Quadax, you have visibility into the cause of the potential
denial so you and your staff can make necessary adjustments to your organization’s
billing processes and workflows to optimize your revenue cycle strategy. Predicted values
can be displayed in custom order based on customer preference. Maximize your cash
flow by ensuring claims with the highest opportunity for improvement are processed first.

PRODUCE MORE FORWARD-LOOKING CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS AND ADJUST TO
CHANGING FACTORS
ENABLE CASH FLOW FORECASTING

		

With a claim prediction that includes the days to pay and the expected reimbursement
amounts for your claims, Quadax provides a forward looking cash flow projection for your
business. In these trying times, knowing when your cash is coming is a valuable insight
for running your business!
Take action on your cash flow projections - optimize cash flow projections by scoring and
prioritizing claims in Xpeditor so that high value claims (likely to pay, high dollar value) are
always worked first to maximize your cash flow.
AUTOMATICALLY ADAPT TO EXTERNAL CHANGES
Legislative, payer specific and other market factors can affect core billing processes. By
leveraging cutting-edge machine learning tools, Predictive Intelligence by Quadax will
continuously take these factors into account, fine tuning predictions as new information
is received to ensure the business can respond and react in a timely fashion.

Let’s Take On The Revenue Cycle Together!
Start now by contacting us at 440.777.6300 or Quadax@Quadax.com.
COMPLEMENTARY SOLUTION HIGHLIGHT:
Accompanying Predictive Intelligence is analytics, delivered through our Decision Intelligence
solution to additionally support your workflow by allowing you to:
• Analyze results of your new workflow for continuous improvement
• Uncover variance from predicted to actual
• Monitor your denial & reimbursement rates over time to track trends
• Build payer specific strategies through detailed analysis
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